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ABSTRACT

The thernal behasior of the fuel and the ciadding during off-normal opera'ing conditions in light water
reactors (IERs) are of great importance to reactor safety evaluation. In the present work, fuel conditions
during a hypothesized power-cooling-mismatch (PCN1) accident in LWRs are characterized with regard to

2 uel at the center of the pellet during a PCN1 acciden; inpellet cracking and ft.el melting. N1elting of UO f
which film boiling is present at the cladding surface, is assessed by employ ~ 'mplified steady state
analysis. The induced pressure at the center of the pellet due to fuel melting, . suun gas release, and UO2
fuel sapor may force molten fuel to penetrate through radially open cracks in the outer mmelted portion
of the pellet and relocate in the fuel-cladding gap. The contact of molten fuel with zircaloy cladding, w hich
is at high temperatures during film boiling, may initiate cladding melting at its insiae surface and

.

es entually result in a thermal failure of the cladding.

An analytical modelis deseloped to study the transient freezing of a superheated liquid per trating an
initially empty crack, maintained at a constant, subfreezing temperature. The analysis is presented in a
dimensionless ferm, demonstrating the effect of the goserning parameters; namely, the drising pressure,
crack shape, crack length, liquid flow conditions, thermophysical properties, and the temperature of the
liquid and the crack walls. The calculational results are apphed to the radial extrusion of molten UO fuel,2
obsersed in some in-pile tests in w hich PCN1 conditions were simulated.

Conditions for potential melting of the zirealoy cladding upon being con acted by the extruded molten
fuel are insesogated analytically. The analytical predictions are consistent with the experimental results
from PCN1in-pile tests.

iii
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SUMMARY

The benasior of light wa'er reactor fuel rods during off-normal operating conditions is being studied as
part of the Thermal Fuels llehasior Program conducted by EG&G Idaho, Inc., for the Nuclear Rnulatory -

Commission. Irradiation ef fects (IE) and power <ooling-mismatch (PCN1) in-pile tests base been per-
formed in the Power Burst Facility (PBF) at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory to proside data
on the behasier of irradiated and unirradiated pressurized water reactor fuel rods under various PCN1 and -

power ramp conditions. Extensise central fuel melting, up to S0ro of the pellet radius, and radial extrusion
of molten fuelinto the fuel-cladding gap were obsersed in some of those tests. Contact of extruded molten
fuel with zirealoy cladding which is at high temperature during film boiling may induce cladding failure
due to melting, because of the great difference between the melting point of the fuel and that of the
cladding.

The primary objectises of the present woik are (a) to assess fuel conditions during a hypothesized PCN1
esent with regard to pellet cracking and fuel melting at the center of the pellet,(b) to deselop an analytical
model for the transient freezq of a superheated liquid penetrating an initially empty crack and apply the
results to the radial extrusion of molten fuel obsersed in some of the PCN1 in-pile tests, and (c) to
analytically insestigate the conditions for melting of zirealoy cladding upon being contacted by the
extruded molten fuel and compare the results with in-pile experiments in s hich a PCN1 esent was
simulated.

Fuel pellet cracking usually occurs during normal t eactor operation. The parabolic temperature distribu-
tion deseloped in the fuel rods during normal operation produces a thermoelastic stress w hich exceeds the

2 uel tensile strength at the periphery of the pellet, thereby forming cracks along radial and horizontalUO f
planes. Crack size and population in the outer region of the pellet depend on the reactor power and the -

irradiation history of the fuel. If a PCN1 esent occurs, film boiling may be produced at the outer surface of
the cladding, causing fuel ano cladding temperatures to increase rapidly. Fuel melting may initiate at the
pellet centerline, propagating radially outward. The radius of the melting zone and the temperature of
molten fuel at the pellet center depend on reactor power and pellet surface temperature. Volumetric

2 uel melting, fission gas release, and fuel vapor p.cssureexpansion at the pellet center caused by UO f
increase the openings of the cracks at the periphery of the pellet and may force molten fuel to extrude
radially through these open cracks into the fuel-cladding gap.

A physical model is deseloped to sady the transient freezing of a superheated liquid as it penetrates a
short, initially empty crack. The behaaor of the dyosited frozen crust on the crack walls and the liquid
penetration length into the crack, as functions of time, are studied analytically and demonstrated
graphically in a dimensionless form, illustrating the effect of v goserning parameters; namely, the driu
ing pressure, crack shape and dimensions, liquid flow condiu as, ar J thermophysical proretties and
temperatures of the liquid and the crack walls. The application of the model to molten fuel extrusion in
PDF in-pile tests indicates that successise solidification of extruded molten fuel on crack walls could easily
block the crack, causing most of the molten fuel to remain at the pellet center. Iloweser, if the amount of
molten fuel estruded into the fuel-cladding gap prior to crack blockage is sufficient to establish physical
contact with the cladding, the molten fuel freezes onto the inside smface of the cladding and may initiate
simultaneous melting of the cladding at the common interface. Conditions for potential melting of the
cladding epon being contacted by the extruded molten fuel are assessed using an exact analytical model.
The model studies the transient freezing of a stagnant, supe' heated liquid on a semi-infinite wall which
undergoes simultaneous melting.

Comparison of the analytical calculations for molten fuel extrusion with the results from in-pile
experiments indicates that the molten fuel extruded into the fuel-cladding gap in some of those tests was
slightly superhea'ed, so that the frozen crust at the crack walls continued to grow untilit reached a steady
state thickneu < 'cw than half the crack opening. T his freezing partially blocked the crack, while molten
fuei contim;ed t i flow from the center of the pellet into the fuel-cladding gap. In other cases in which crack
blockage occurr'd before molten fuel was able to completely penetrate the crack length, the e:'ruded fuel

i
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was at its fusion temperature and the driving pressure was small. This drising pressure could hase been
induced by the capillary forces (10.004 N1Pa) because of the small width of the cracks (%75 pm). Since the
madmum fuel superheat in those tests is not expected to base exceeded several hundred degrees, the
pressure contribution due to fuel vapor at the pellet center is calculated to be higher than the capillary.

forces (for example,0.1 NTPa when f uel superheating is 500 K). The axial mosemerd of molten fuel,
howeser, could has e been a cause for the reduced pressure at the pellet center.

.

The analytical results indicate . hat the onset of melting of zirealoy cladding upon being contacted by
molten fuel depends on fuel and cladding temperatures and on the metallurgical composition at the inner
surface of the cladding (that is, alpha-zircaloy or 'rO ) at the time of contact. Thermal failure of oxygen-2
stabilized alpha-zircaloy claddirig due to melting upon being contacted by molten fuel at the fusion
temperatcre would occur if the cladding temperature during film boiling was ?)660 K. However, the
custence of a ZrO layer at the inner surface of the cladding would delay the onset of melting at the inside2
surface of the cladding (the ZrO ) up to an initial cladding temperature of :=2640 K. At such clesated2
temperatures, the middle layers of the cladding (w hich may be either oxygen-stabilized cipha-zircaloy or
beta-zirealoy, or both) would already be in a molten state. If the extruded fuel was superheated rather than
at its fusion temperature, zircaloy cladding melting would occur at lower initial cladding temperatures. In
the PCN1 in-pile tests considered in this report, cladding melting was not observed. The absence of clauming
melting in those tests is explained by the fact that the temperrtures of the extruded fuel and the zircaloy
cladding were below the lesel required to initiate cladding melting upon being contacted by r.iotten fuci.

.
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NOMENCLATURE

a half width of the cr'ck (m)
.

A dimensionless pressure (Table II)

B time-dependent coefficient [ Equation (11)] .

C ,C2 constants [Equa' ,cn(20)]1

C specific heat (J/kg K)p

d molten fuel-solid fuel average density ratio [ Equation ( A-2)]

E time-dependent coefficient [ Equation (29)]

f friction factor [ Equations (18) and (19)]

F time-dependent coefficient [ Equation (29)]

2h convective coefficient of heat transfer (W/m K)

hf latent heat of fusion of molten UO2 (J/kg)

k thermal conductivity (W/m K) -

K pressure loss coefficient [ Equation (15)]

K entrance pressure loss coefficient [ Equation (16)]c

Ke pressure loss coefficient due to friction [ Equation (18)]

L total length of the crack (m)

m mass (kg)

P pressure (MPa)

P pressuye at the liquid free surf ace outside the crack entranceo
(MPa) [ Equation (17)]

P pressure in the crack at the liquid nenetration front (MPa)g
[ Equation (17)]

Pe Peclet number (Re Pr) [ Equation (30)]

Pr Prandtl number
.

b linear power (kW/m)

u,

y volumetric power (kW/m3)
-
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Re Reynolds number

R central void radius (m)c

R molten fuel radius (m)m

*

R fuel pellet radius (m)s

SN 5tefan number for freezing [ Table II and Equation (33)]

t time (s)

Tj temperature of molten fuel (K)

T temperature at the face of the fuel pellet (K)c

Tf fusion temperature (K)

T temperature in molten fuel (K)m

T melting point of the cladding (K)mp

T initial temperature in the solid cladding (K)o

Ts temperature in the solid fuel (K)

T temperature in the crack wall (K)w

v liquid bulk average velocity (m s)

Y half width of the flow area in the crack (m)

z axial coordinate (m)

wetting coefficient [ Equation (35)]w

W volume (m3)

Greek Letters

kinematic viscosity-thermal diffusivity ratio (Table II)a

2of thermal diffusivity in the solid fuel (m /s)s

2of thermal diffusivity in the molten fuel (m /s)m

p dimensionless flow area (Table II)

Psm solid fuel-molten fuel thermal diffusivity ratio [ Equation (33)]
'

Y crack shape f actor (Table II) or surf ace tension (MPa/m)
[ Equation (34)]
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6 f rozen crust thickness (m)

A dimensionless frozen crust thickness
.

O contact angle (Figure 23)

6 dimensionless temperature of molten fuel [ Equation (33)]
'

1

Op dimensionless melting 'emperature of zircaloy cladding
[ Equation (33)]

x freezing constant [ Equations (13) and (33)]

kinematic viscosity (m2/s)v

o molten cladding-solid fuel thermal ratio [ Equation (33)]

e liquid penetration length in the crack (m)

6 dimensionless penetration length of the liquid (Table II)

block age dimensionless penetration length of the liquid when complete6
blockage of the crack occurs

$ dimensionless velocity (Table II)

e density ratio (Table II)

p density (kg/m3)
T dimensionless time (Table II)

Subscripts

e at crack exit

i at crack ertrance

LV liquid-gas interface

m molten

mc molten cladding

mf molten fuel

sc solid cladding

sm solidified molten

s,sf solid fuel .

[ t) \ O\



SL solid-liquid interface

.
SV solid-gas interface

T total

w wall

z at axial Dosition z

1 at the liquid penetration front

ix
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AN ASSESSMENT OF FUEL MELTING,
RADIAL EXTRUSION, AND CLADDING

- THERMAL FAILURE DURING A
POWER-COOLING-MISMATCH EVENT

IN LIGHT WATER REAC13RS

1. INTRODUCTION

The primary safety cor sideration in the design of nuclear reactors is to ensure that no conceivable acci-
dent, w hether initiated by a failure of the reactor system or by incorrect operation, willlead to a dangerous
release of radiation to the ensironment. A number of hypcthesized accidents must be considered in the
design and licensing of light water reactors (LWRs). The extreme examples have traditionally been known
as loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs), in w hich a part or all the coolant would be lost from the active core,
and reactisity initiated accidents (RIAs), in which there would be a rapid increase in power due to, for
example, control rod ejection (pressurized water reactor) or control rod dropout (boiling water reactor).
Between these two extremes, sarious off-normal power er cooling conditions, generally termed power-
cooling-mismatch (PCN1) accidents, may be induced, in which the coolant would usually fail to success-
fully remote the generated heat within the core.

During a PCN1 accident, film boiling may occur at the chdding surface and cause the fuel and cladding
temperatures to increase rapidly, perhaps producing embrittlement of the zircaloy cladding -4 due tol

oxiduion. Fuel melting may initiate at the center of the pellet and propagate radially outward. Such
molten fuel may extrude through radially open cracks in the outer, unmelted portion of the pellet and
relocate in the fuel cladding gap. Contact of extruded molten fuel with the cladding, which is at high
temperature during film boiling, may initiate cladding melting.

Extensise central melting of the fue!, up to 80% of the pellet radius, was observed in the in-pile tests in
5w Veh PCN' conditions were simulated -8. (These tests were peiformed for the Nuclear Regulatory Com-

mission in ' .e Power Burst Facility at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory as part of the Thermal
Fuels Behavior Program conducted by EG&G Idaho, Inc.) Although radial extrusion of mo?en fuelinto
the fuel-cladding gao was esident in some of these tests, the zirealoy cladding exhibited no esidence of
melting at its inner surface upon being contacted by the extruded molten fuel. The absence of cladding
melting may have been due to one or more of the following causes: (a) the amount of extruded molten fuel
may hase been insufficient to produce complete physical contact with the zircaloy cladding (such insuffi-
cient extrusion occurs w hen radial cracks in the pellet become blocked early because of the solidification of
the extruded fuel on crack walls);(b) a zirconium dioxide layer (ZrO melting poini = 2950 K) may base2
formed at the inner surface of the cladding due to a sufficient oxygen potentialin the fuel; or (c) at the time
of contact, the temperature of either the zircaloy cladding or the molten fuel, os both, may have been suffi-
ciently low, such that the temperature at the common interface did not reach or exceed the melting point of
the cladding. Adequate understanding of the scenario of a PCN1 accident in '.WRs is necessary to assess
fuel melting, molten fuel radial extwsion and refreezing phenomena, and to insestigate the conditions
necessary for a potential thermal failure of the cladding due to melting upon being contacted by molten
fuel.

The purposes of the present work were (a) to assess fuel conditions during a hypothesized PCN1 esent
with regard to cracking and melting at the center of the pellet, (b) to deselop an analytical model for the
transient freezing of a superheated liquid penetrating an initially empty crack and apply the results to the
radial extrusion of molten fuel obsersed in some of the PCN1 in-pile tests, and (c) to analytically insestigate
the conditions for melting of zircaloy cladding upon being contacted by the extruded molten fuel and
compare the results with in-pile experiments in w hich a PCN1 es ent was simulated.

491 016i



Section 11 characterizes fuel conditions during a I CN1 esent with regard to pellet cracking, fuel melting,
.nd pressure sources that might contribute to molten fuel extrusion fmm the melting zone at the pellet
centec through racially open cracks into the fuel-cladding gap. In Section III, an analytical study is
presented for the transient freezing of a superheated liquid as it penetrates an initially empty crack, the
walls of which were mai,tained at a constant subfreezing temperature. The calculations are applied to
molten UO2 radial extrusion obsersed in PCSI in-pile experirnents. In Section IV, the initial onditions
that might produce treezing of extruded mo! en fuel and initiate simultaneous melting of solia zircaloyt

cladding are studied analytically. The analytical predictions are compared with the applicable results from
in-pile experiments. Conclusions are presented in Section V; supporting analyses are contained in the
appendices.
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11, FUEL CONDITIONS DURING A

POWER-COOLING-MISMATCH EVENT

As a result of normal power operation, fuel pellets are cracked and partially r: located within the rod.
Depending on the fuel temperature and irradiation history, sintering of the UO; will occur during opera-
tion to partially heal the cracks. If a power-cooling-mismatch event was to occar, film boiling could be
initiated at the outer surface of the cladding. The resultant reduction in the heat transfer coefficient at the
cladding outside surface would produce a rapid te :perature rise in the cladding and the fuel. Fuel melting
may initiate at the pellet centerline and propagate radially outward. The potential extrusion of this molten
fuel into tLe fuel-cladding gap and subsequent contact with the zirealoy cladding depends, in general, on
the shape, size, and number of cracks in the unmelted portion of the fucl pellet, the amount of superheat in
the molten fuel, the temperature in the crack walls, and the driving forces that cause the extrusion.

Fuel conditions during a PCN1 es ent with regard to cracking, central melting, and the drising forces pro-
ducing molte 'uel extrusion are resiewed in the following subscetions. Examples of molten fuel extrusion
that occurreo during in-pile simulations of PCN1 es ents in pressurized water reactors are also presented.

1. FUEL CRAC*CNG

Polycrystalline ceramic UO;is hard and brittle material which has essentially no capacity for plastie
deformation below ~1470 K. At sufficiently high temperatures (generally abose 1670 K), however, UO2
exhibits a measurable amount of plastic deformation before fracture occurs. Deformation and fracture

2 ase been studied -II. Three regions of temperatures, shown in Figure 1,h 9behasior of stoichiometric UO
were identified as brittle, semibrittle, and plastic. As demonstrated in Figure 2, the brittle region occupies
the range from room temperature to a transition temperature at which a measurable plastic deformation
prior to ductile fracture f:rst occurs. This transition temperature is called the ductile-brittle transition or nil

l0ductility temperature, which was found to be equal to 1470 K when the applied strain was increased at a
rate of 0.1 hd nd the grain size in the specimen was ~15 pm. At higher strain rates, howeser, the transi-
tion from brittle to ductile behasior would occur at higher temperatures, independent of the grain size. The
temperature range of 1470 to 1670 K prescribes the semibdttle region, in which the transition from com-
pletely brittle to purely ductile behavior occurs, in the plastic core at temperatures abose 1670 K,
appreciable plastic deformation occurs before ductile failure. Stoichiometric UO; flow s scry easily under
low stress and therefore does not crack, but, like a liquid, it cannot sustain a stress field other than pure
compression.

[

[-% A Radial crack
i,* R \

// ss - \ Bridging annulus
'/ \ M of pellet (semi-brittle)

( p Core of pellet ll ,

t (plastic) li
d /s\
\x / Cladding

\ /
N w__ _. d'/

~ ~ ~ Outer annulus of pellet
consisting of blocks of fuel (brittle)

INEL- A- 12 122

I ig. I RaJial crad dhtnbution in a t;O; fuel gvliet.
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During normal operation the thermoelastic stress components induced by the parabolic temperature gra-
dient in the f'tel rod exceed the tensile fracture strength of the fuelin the outer portion of the pellets. A net-
work of cracks oriented along either radial or horizontal planes is therefore developed in the outer region

f I2 illustrates a theoretical2 uel pellets, where the fuel temperature is less than 1670 K. Figure 3of the UO
2 uel expands under the effect of thermoelastic stresses. As indicated,shape of a fuel pellet in which UO f
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the radial expansion of the fuel pellet is larger at the ends than at the center section due to the thermoelastic
ef fect in a finite cylinder 13, in which the induced stresses are respectisely comprewise and tensile in the
inner and outer radial portions of the pellet. At the end faces, honeser, both the tangential and radial
stresses are escryw here tensiie, proJueing a greater radial espansion at the ends. This type of deformation
has not been obsersed in tubing containing either powder compacted or single, fulllength rods of UO . It2
occurs only w hen the fuel is in the form of cylindrical pellets, w hether solid or hollow.

The width and population of cracks in a UO2 pellet dnring reactor operation depends to a great extent
on the operating power and the irradiation history of the cael. Some typical crack patterns for irradiated
fuel, obser ed in postirraJiation examinations of instrumented fuel assemblies irradiated in the llalden
Iloiling Water Reactor (Ill3WR) at flalden, Norway, are show n in Figure 414. At low power, fuel pellets

s. - ,. m.
= l s? |,

?.

''

. ,

i- ..

Low power Medium power High power

I ig. 4 Some 13 pical crack panerns in irradia:cd LU; luel pellets ( 3000 N1% J kg 11

hase shown seme irrecular circumferential cracks. At high powers, the outermost circumferential cracks
tend to occur around the brittle-to-ductile transition b "ndary, w hich is between 1470 to 1670 K. Different
patterns of fuel cracking for unitradiated, BWR-6 fuel tested undct steady state inditions in the Power
Burst Facility are show n in I igure 515. Operation at low local power generated a major crack sarying from
65 to 260 pm in width. The cracks produced at higher local power were more numerous and of smaller
whith irregular circumferential cracks were also generated; the outermost ones are thought to be located
near the region of the nil ductility temperature of UO (~1470 K).2
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Figure 6 presents a summary of the general trend of cracking in UC3 pellet fuel,12 to 14 mm in
diameter, w hich w , examined after irradiation in the lillWR. A plot of the number of main radial cracks
(cracks less than 3 to 5 degrees apart are counted as one main crack) sersus the teraperature gradient at the
periphery of the fuel pellet is show iin the figure The experimental results from instrumented irradiated
fuel assemblies and f rom Referenc( 10 are compared in Figure 6(a) with theoretical predictions based on
finite eleme. calculations introduced in Reference 14. I-igure 6(b) demonstrates the change in the total
number of odial crack s in terms of the temperature gradient at the periphery of the pellet. As indicated,
increasing the temperatu;e gradient increases the number of total cracks relatise to the number of main
ei aek s.-
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'I his esidence illustrates that cracking of the fuel pellets occurs during normal operation. I he si/e,
number, and orientation of the cracks sary with fuelirradiation histor) and the reactor operating power.
Niany of the cracks located in the outer portion of the pellet ma) proside paths by which molten fuel' rom
the pellet centerline etuld relocate into the f uel-eladding pap.

2. CENTR AL FUEL MELTING

in this section, a simplified steady state calculation is presented to assess the radius of fuel melting at the
ceater of the pellet in the film boiling /one, for rods operating du ing a hypothesized PCN1 accident, as a
function of the local linear operating power anj the temperature at the pellet surf ace. The corresponding
degree of superheating in the molten UO3 fuel is also predicted. A detailed derisation of the poserning
equations in both the molten and solid regions of a cylindrical fuel pellet is presented in Appendix A.

T he locallinear power to onset melting at the center of a tuel rod can be obtained from the relation

T '
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Increasing the opt ating power or reducing the coolant rate to initiate film boiling at the cladding surface
could induce fuel melting at the center of the pellets. In this case, the temperature integml in the outer,
solid region of the fuel pellet (assuming no central s oid)is given [ Equation ( A-114 as

-T
I f

k dT =
TJ

s

c

_

7_(R/R[,2 [R/R) In {R /R ) - 2 d (R /S ) ln[R/R)'
m m s m s m s m sh (2)

1 - IR /R )p (1 - d)
\m sf

_

and in the central molten fuel zone [ Equation ( A-10)} as
_

(R/R)2 d'T
b s (3)

k* dT = L ,

T 1-(R/Rs) (1 - d)
f m

2 uel. Equations (2) andfThrough use of the data gisen in Table I for the thermophysical properties of UO
(3) are sched simultaneously (numerically) for both the degree of superheating in the molten fuel,
(Tb - T[), and the molten fuel percentage of the initial radius of the pellet, (Rm'R )%, as functions of thes

linear operating power, q, and the temperature at the pellet surf ace. T . The calculational results arec
demonstrated graphically in Figures 7 and 8.

As shown in Figure 7, increasing the temperature at the surface of the fuel peller, either due to poor gap
conductance or to film boiling at the outsi6 surface of the cladding, initiates central fuel melting at pro-
gressisely lower operating powers. The radius of the melting zone at the center of the pellet and the cor-
responding superheating in the melted fuel are strongly ir.fluenced by the pellet surface temperature and
the linear operating power, as can be seen in Figure 8. Increasing either the operating power or the pellet
surface temperature increases the melting radius ael the degree of superheating in the melted fuel. Figure 8
prosides snificient information to predict the molten f uel radius, the superheat in the melted fuel, and the
sapor pressure of molten fuel at the center of the pellet, if both the linear operating power and the fuel
pellet surface temperature are known.

.
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TABLE I

THERM 0 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF UO2 FUEL

Temperature
R an ge

Property Phase Value (K) Reference

Melting point 3100 -- 16
(K)

Heat of fusion 2.74 x 105 7350 16
(J/kg)

Density -3
a 11.004463 x 10

3 Solid~'
(kg/m ) [1+9x 0 T+6x19 T + 3 x 10

-6 -9 -12 3T] 273 to 3073 17

b 8.74 x 10-3Liquid

[1+1.05x10-4(T-2865)] '138 r T 10b

_

Specific heat Solid (134 + 1.8 T - 3.1 x 10-5 T) 1300 to 2300 19
2

(constant
pressure)

2
.

(J/kg K) Liquid 5 x 10 3170 to 3520 20

_

4
-

C
N
N

9



TABLE I (continued)

Temperature
Range

Property Phase Value (K) Reference

a -2 f. x 0 T)Thermal Solid (40.4 x 10 )/(464 + T) + 1.216 x 10 exp 2731 to 1923 16
conductivity

Solid 1.91 + 1.216 x 10~ exp(1.867 x 10 T) 1923 to 3113 16

#
Liquid 2.5 3170 to 34?O 20

_

Oa. The temperature in this expression is in C.

b. The melting point of UO2 is assumed to be 3138 K in this expression instead of 3100 K.
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3. EXAIV'PLES OF CENTRAL FUEL MELTING AND
MOLTEN FUEL RADIAL EXTRUSION

5Power-cooling-mismatch tests -8 hase been performed in the Power Burst Facility to proside data on
the behasior of irradiated and unirradiated pressurized water reactor fuel rods under various simulated
PCM conditions. Examples of central fuel melting and radial extrusion of molten fuel observed in some of
those tests are presented in this section.

As a result of the PCM conditions simulated during these in. pile tests, film boiling was established at the
surface of the cladding. In the t'ilm boiling zon , extensive central f uel melting e up to 80% of the pellet
radius and extrusion of molten fuel into the fuel-cladding gap were obscrted L. .Sose rods in which the
peak operating power was ~65 kWim. The parabolie temperature profile in ths < el peilet causes gaseous.

pores and fission ; nes within the central molten /one to migrate up the thermal gradient to form a soid at
the center of the pellet. 'I he radiu, of this soid depends on the linear operating power, the duration of fihn
boiling, the radius of the central melting /one, and the irradiation history of the fuel. Figure 9 illustrates
the fuel microstructure and central melting typically obsersed in irradiated and unitradiated fuel during
PCM in-pile tests. Figures 10 and 11 show once-molten fuel extrusion from the pel!et center through
radially open cracks within the film boiling /one in irradiated rods, in w hich the local operating power was
about 55 kW/m. Figure 12 shows another example of molten fuel extrusion into the pellet dishes obsersed
in one of these rods.
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4. DRIVING FORCES FOR R ADI AL EXTRUSION OF MOLTEN FUEL

!! tuel melting occurs at the center of the pellet during a iTNI esent, molten tuel m.a estrude through
radially open cracks in the outer, unmelted portion of the f uel pellet kharacteri/cd carher) and relocate in
the tuel claddmg gap. A ditlerential pressure between the central melting tone and the f uel-cladJing gap is
required to cause this estrusion. Ihe pressure in the incl-cliddmg pap and gas plenum increases with
increasing operatirig power as show n in ! igurt 13 f or a typical prewuri/ed water reactor l'ucl lod during a

'
PCN1 in-pile test l Ihc prewure at the center of the rods, how ner, is caused by the seseral tastors
discuned subsequentl) .
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I-Irst, if cood w etting ch.irasit s;stics are anunied between tilo!!cn .ind sohd L (), d a capill.ir y
prCwule would be presellt due to tiie sunill widtli of the rathal cracks. Second, a pressure would be

bmduced by the soluinetric espansion of l'O; !uci due to both melting w hich is about 3.6"o tbr f uel of
94% theorethal density, and due to the thermal espansion of the molten tuei as the temperatuie mcremes
abose the melting p iint (~0.010"o s olume increase per degree of su per hea t lh. Ilurd, tission gases
present in irrathated t~uel will nugrate toward the f uel centerline during operation. In coniunction with
sinterillg, a s old ul!! Iorlu al t he cell!ctlille of the pellet. It a P('NI es ent oA ur s in u hich f uel lilelliily at t he

,

I isey and Niurras-, hase inJicated that solid oxides are readily wetted by mot en oxides, with theta.

angle of contact innariably less than 90 degrees. Increasing the sy sicm temperature w ould, howeser,
decrease the angle of contact 23;Ihat is, complete wetting would take place.

b. T he decrease in density of a 1 (b single crpf al upon melting has been f ound to be approximately
9.6 % I' 3Ihe density of the sohd ll); at 3073 C was 9.67 0.13 y cm ; that of the molten ll)y at
3073 (' w as S.74 0.16 g cru
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center of the pellet is initiated, fission gases will be released flom the fuel matrix as it melts, forming a void
at the center of the reliet. The central soid may be pressurized by hot fission gases if the molten fuel seals
cracks in the pellet due to fuel solidification on the crack walls. A fourth drising force for the fuel extru-
sion is the fuel sapor pressure. The UO2 vapor pressure as a function of theinserse of the fuel temperature
is shown in Iigure 14. As indicated in the figure, the sapor pressure of the molten UOy fuel, superheated
500 K, is ~0.1 MPa. In a PCM event, since the maximum superheating of molten fuel at the center of the
pehet is not expected to exceed 500 K, the contribution from the vapor pressure should be less than
0.1 MPa. This situation would tend to create a force on the molten fuel to extrude through the radially
open cracks and relocate in the fuel-cladding gap.

.
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||1. SOLIDIFICATION OF A SUPERHEATED LIQUID PENETRATING
AN INITIALLY EMPTY CRACK WITH APPLICATION

TO IN-PILE EXPERIMENTS

in this section, the transient solidification of a superheated liquid penetrating a short, initially empty
crack is studied analytically and applied to fuel performance in I.WRs during a PCN1 esent. A closely
related study is introduced in Reference 29 for the transient freezing of a liquid as is penetrates a long,

30 conducted a series of experiments in whichinitially empty, cold channel or tube. Cheung and Baker
sarious liquids were allowed to flov. under gravity into long copper tubes cooled by liquid nitrogen or by a
dry ice-acetone bath. The penetration distances were measured as functions of constant driving heads in
the liquid reservior. The solidification of a saturated liquid as it penetrates an initially empty tube, main-
tained at a constant subfreezing temperature, is treated theoretically and experimentally in Reference 31.

32Epstein and Hauser extended this work for a consectisely cooled tube, in which the theory was com-
pared with experiment. They concluded that better agreement between the theory and experiment could be
obtained by using a more accurate solidification model than the one they used in analysis 33. A simple solu-
tion was introduced by N1adejski34 for the penetration and freezin , of a saturated liquid through channelse

and into casities. His analysis is based on the assumption that the pressure drop os er the liquid penetration
length is the same as for a fully developed flow.

These analyses 31,3' 34 are geaerally limited ta those cases in which the liquid is saturated and the
change in liquid denuty upon freezing is negligible. This restricts the salidity of such work, since the
extrudeo molten fuel during a PCN1 event might be superheated, and the change of molten UO2 density
upon free;ing is about iI to 15%, depending on the temperature of the molten fuel, which might affect the
accuracy of the predictioas. The purpose of the current analy sis is to provide a physical model for the tran-
sient freezing of a superheated liquid as it penetrates a short, initially empty crack maintained at a constant
subfreezing temperature. In this analysis the thermophysical properties in the solidified crust and 7 the
liquid are considered constant but different, thereby ounting for any difference in density upon freez-
wg. The transient behavior of the depouted crust i n t.;e crack walls and of the liquid penetration is
presented graphically in a dimensionless form, varying the governing parameters; namely, driving
pressure, crack shape, density factor, Stefan number for freezing, and steady stare crust th;ckness. The
calculational results are applied to PCN1in-pile experiments in which radial extrusion of molten UO has2
been obsersed.

1. PHYSICAL MOD EL

A schemaue representation of the phys; cal model and coordinate system for the transient freezing of a
sucerheated liquid as it penetrates an initially empty crack is shown in Figure 15. At time zero the liquid is
allowed to flow and enter an empty crack maintained at a constant subfruzing temperature, Tw.The
foGowing assumptions are imposed for simplification of the analysis.

(1) The temperature at the liquid-solid interface is constant and equal to the freezing
temperature of the liquid.

(2) The liquid and the solidified crust have constant but different ti.ermophysical properties.

(3) The inertia of the liquid is neglected.

(4) The liquid outside the cre i entrance has a zero approach velocity.

(5) Axial heat conducuon within the frozen crust is negligible and the crack walls are
maintained at a constant subfreezing temperature (that is, isothermal wall). These
assumptions imply that the crust is thin compared with its extension in the direction of the
flow, and thu the crust thickness is maximum at the crack entrance (that is, at 7 = 0).
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(6) The axial sariation of the now area, as a function of time Y(z,t), is described by a
function of the form 35

Y(z,t) " laj -6l / z \"
'

i
y, ( y / |I T)1- 1- (4)-

o E

The exponent, n, appearing in Equation (4) takes on salues in the range 0 t n s 1. When
n = 0, the solidified crust would deposit uniformly on the crack walls. A square root
solidification profile and a linear profile would be obtained for n = 1/2 and ., respectise-
ly. The crust profile for n = 1/2 is considered in the present v,ork, since it has been s erified
theoretically usin a numerical approach 35, which showed good agreeme.it in the speciale
case of an isothermal w all, w hich is the assumption in the present analysis
[ Assumption (5)).

310 ), circular tube(7) For turbulent flow- conditions (Reynolds number, Re, > 5 x
correlations are used to represent the friction coefficient and the consective coefficient of
heat transfer beiween the liquid and the frozen crust by employing the hydraulic diameter
in Reynolds and Nusselt numbers 36

The bulk temperature of the :iquid, T , is assumed constant along the entire penetration(8) b
length through the crack.

2. ANALYSIS

In this section the eqt uions goserning the trans;ent freezing and penetration of the liquid into a short,
inia.ly empty crack are derised, taking into account t e assumptions in the previous section. Throup t"e
use of Equation (4), the following time-dependent profile for the solidified crust deposited on the crau
walls is obtained:

n

3y@)(1-j).Y([]+6 (1-j) (5)-a6(z,t) " i 3

The case for Y= 0 represents a Hat slit (ai = a ), whereas -1 s Y< 0 represents a convergent cracke

(0 < a < aj) and Y >0 represents a disergent crack (a < a ).e e

The present analysis is furnished in a dimensionless form, using the dimensionless parameters listed in
Table 11, as to be applicable tc a general class of problems of engineering at;lity rather than for a specific
example. Through use of these dimensionless parameters, Equation (5)is written in a dimensionless form

e as

A(z,t) = (Y 4 + A ) (1 - hn - Yt f l - h) . (6)
j

The solume of the solidified layer W , considering one nalf of the crack and a unit depth,is given bys
.

a Y?-A-
1

W (T) 6(z,t)dz = ?(a;L) (y . )7YQ (7)*

0- .

For the geometry considered, the filled solume is equal to

W I') " 0 af ,t)dz = (a$ ) (1+f0). (8)L
T
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TABLE II

DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS

I 2 \?g
A 5 LAP) i l (dimensionless pressure), o a t(t) (dimensionless penetration length),'

\ T l G) L
i mj

(v/asf) (kinematic viscosity - *i s (v a /vL) (dimensionless velocity at the cracka =
5

thermal diffusivity ratio), entrance),

6 s (1- A. ) (flow ratio at the crack _ ( >t) (dimensioni ?ss time),
I

entrance)'
(1 + Y 4) ag

0 ft) psp (density ratio),i (dimensionless thickness E rA. 5 m
I

a of the crust at the crack oj mentrance),

cps (T -T ) (Stefan number),a s 6(z,t) (dimensionless thickness SN a f w
a of the crust), hj f

(a -a)k (T -T )
a 5 s f (dimensionless steady state Y s (crack shape factor).

ss
h(T -T )aj thickness of the crust), ib f

_.

Q
/

0
J
m

e -



The total mass, m, of the liquid allowed to flow into the crack from time T - 0 to T is then

T

m=pW + o (W -W ) " P
m i' O.'g3 m T S ~

Rearrangement and differentiation of Equation (9) once with respect to T results in

da.
B (T) h=$(1-A)-(f[n) "

$ 4 j dT

w here

1-c+(h) +( n) (ll}B (T) = 1+Yo *

5

Equation (10) gives the dimensionless velocity of the liquid at the penetration front in terms of the transient
parameters at the crack entrance; namely, the solidified crust thickness, Aj; the freezing velocity of the
crust, doj/dT; and the liquid flow s elocity, Q .i

For the freezing of a superheated liquid flowing oser an isothermal wall [ Assumption (5) from the
presious subsection], the exact analytical expression for the freezing velocity in a dimensionless form is as
follow s37.

- 7
-

e (A' /4T) 1
-

do a
O U)"

erf(f ss

It is noted that for the freezing of a saturated liquid (that is, ass = m), the second term in Equation (12)
becomes zero and A(T)is gis en by the relation

a(T) = 2A /(T/a) (13)

38where A is the freezing constant esaluated from the transcendental equation

SN = A d ' erf(A) A
e 04).

To determine the liquid flow velocity at the crack entrance, a generalized mechanical energy balance, u
w hich the liquid inertia is neglected [ Assumption (3) from the previous subsection], is written as

_ _ _ _ _ _

_ net rate of net rate of net rate of net rate of

change in work accom- work accom- energy loss
kinetic + plished due + lished due + due to flow0 =

energy to pressure to friction momentum
~ - forces forces change

_ _ _ _ - _

2 2sf pv\ /p*v
j* ) + VP + K + (p V )*0 =v m (15)
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The last term in the pr r ,1g equatir pre 7ts the liquid momentum loss because of the nonuniformity
of the flow area along it renttration length of the liquid caused by the crack shape and the deposition of
the frozen crust on the s. . ek - 'Is.

Ily .pplict ion of I qet.oon sl5) between the < . face of the accumulated liquid outside the crack and the
entrarice of the crack, the liquid in'et s elocity, si, is determined as

2 2

(3 + K ) = D (P - F., . (16)v.
1 C '

m

Again, the energy balance between the crack entrance and the liquid penetration front within the crack
(that is, at z = 1 ), making use of Equation (16), can be expressed as

(P - P )
2

v 3S +K +K =2
c f. o (17)*

) m

The friction loss coef ficient, iQ,in Equation (17) can be generally expressed as

z*f
K =

(18)7
*

a (1-6 )i
4

170r a turbulent flow 36, the friction factor, f, takes the form

C) (Re) (19)f =

w here

C 0.079= i

7
3 4for 5 x 10 s Re s3 x 10

C -0.025=
2

and (20)

C 0.046=j
4 6L f or 3 x 10 s Re r 10 ,

C 0.2
2

1 or a laminar flow, howeter, f is taken to be36

24 s
f = ( g ,. (;;)

A c)1 038

u



The substitution of Equation (18)into Equation (17) results in an impliet expression for v , which can be
esaluated numencally.

For turbulent Dow, such an expression w ritten in a dimensionless form is

2 l A 32
- C 1+C 2+C-

2C., 2 2
i 1 *i - 2A = 0.4 3 I +K +

{y,A )l-C2 (a / . (22)1 1+Y4j c j q
_ _

_ _

For laminar flow, Equation (17) becomes
_ -

Of 3 (I ) +K + *i - A = 0. (23)
_ _ (1-A )2l c

j

For a short penetration length into the crack (that is, for C<<l), the dimensionless flow velocity at the
crack entrance takes an identical simplified form for both turbulent and laminar Dow, as

2A

$j fd " \ 3(1-A )2 + K (24)
j c

w hich reduces to a constant s elocity for A j = 0 (that is, without significant liquid freezing), as

- 2A
~ 2

c (3 + K
_ c_

For a longer penetration length in the crack (that is, for ? =1), howeser, the first terms in Equations (22)
and (23) could be neglected in favor of the second term, which results in the following simplified expres-
sions for the dimensionless flow velocities at the crack entrance:

(a) For turbulent flow:

1-

2A(I-O )1-C
2+C

2 2i$ (T) =i C 1+C 26)
2 2(4) - C /L 3

1 |

- 1a/ _( i

(b) For laminar flow:

-O )2 \ *
/

Qj(T)=k(30
iA

(27)/

A general expression for the dimensionless flow velocity at the crack entrance, considering a laminar
'

flow, is obtained through the rearrangement of Equation (23), which gises the following simplified expres-
sion fot $j, as:

491 059
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$ (T) = 3E -1 + (1 + h A F)1/2 (28)
9

w here

- ~

-1

3 (1 0 )4 K (1-a.)2iE=c +

(1+Yi)2
c 1

. -

and

F = (1-a.)2/ Ec. (29)
1

The convectise coefficient of heat transfer, h, for a turbulem Gow can be obtained through the use of
the Seban and Shimazak formula 36 for molten-like fluids flowing in a circular channel with constant
temperature in the channel wall

h = 4.8 + 0.025 Pe .80
(,g),

For laminar flow in a rectangular duct,in w hich the depth of the duct is much larger than the width 3f,

k
1

( m) g ,.885h= .

(31)
)

The coupling of Equations (10), (12), (22), and (30) represents a complete mathematical model of the
transient freezing of a superheated liquid as it pene: rates an initially cold, empty crack where the flow is
turblent. Such coupling is adequate to determine the three unknown functions, oi
( t , A, c,S N.Y,o ), ? (T, A,c,SN,YA,s), and $;(T, A,c,SN,Y, A ) subject to the initial conditionsss ss

a;(T = 0) = 0, 4t T = 0) = 0, and Q (T = 0) = $c, te is given from Equation (25) For a laminar Dow,i
howeser, Equations (22) and (30) are replaced by Equations (28) and (31), respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The approximate analytica' model developed in the presious subsection for the transient freezing of a
superheated liquid penetrating an initially empty crack maintained at constant subfreezing temperature is
applied herein, considering laminar flow conditions. A parametric study of the effect of various
dimensionless groups on the multiple freezing-penetration processes of the liquid is evaluated and
demonstrated graphically. The dimensionless groups of interest are: the drising pressure, A; crack shape
facter, Y; density ratio, c; and the steady state frozen crust thickness, Ass. The conditions considered for
the reference case are as follows:

A = 100 SN =2
Y -0 A - 10ss

E =0 a =1

As shown in Figure 16, the initial velocity of the liquid at the crack entrance, $j, is essentially constant,
since it is primarily ruled at such early time solely by the dimensionless drising pressure, A,
[ Equation (25)]. Then, the acceleration force induced at the crack entrance because of the change of liquid
kinetic and momentum energies causes $; to increase with time until it reaches a maximum salue, when the

g{}
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loss of pressure due to friction balances that due to the liquid acceleration. After that time however, the
pressure loss due to friction becomes greater and forces the velocity of the liquid at the crack en ance to
decline with time. The uloeity ultimately approaches zero when the crack entrance is completely blocked
by the freezing of the liquid on the crack walls. The liquid penetration into the crack thereby comes to a
complete stop.

The effect of both the dimensionless pressure, A, and the crack shape factor, Y, on the maximum
penetration length 01 :nc liquid before complete blockage of the crack occurs, Cblockage, is demonstrated
in Figure 17. As indicated, for a negatise shape factor of the crack (that is, a consergent crack) Cblockage
is greater than that for the cases where Y is either zero (that is, a parallel wall crack) or positive (that is, a
disergent crack). The former case represents a crack shape typical of that at the nellet dishes. The latter
case, howeser, represents a crack shape typical of that which usually forms at the periphery of the pellet
during reactor operation.

The effect of the liquid density change upon freezing on Cblockage is demonstrated in Figure 18. As
indicated, a change of 20''o in liquid density results in a respective error of -8''o to + 10''o in predicting

the penetration length of the liquid, 4 blockage. This reflects the importance of considening such a change
2 uel (discussed in the next section), forfof liquid density upon freezing in the application to molten CO

which c ~l l to 15''o.
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The liquid temperature, the subfreezing in crack walls, and the liquid Gow conditions are all important
in determining whether or not crack blockage might occur before the liquid can penetrate through the
entire length of the crack. An anst er is demonstrated in Figure 19, in w hich increasing the wall subfreezing
temperature (that is, increasing SN) or decreasing the liquid superheating or tiow conditions (that is,
increasing Ass) wou:d result in a faster growth rate of the frozen crust, and ultimately an earlier blockage
of the crack before the liquid t in penetrate the enure length of the crack. Decreasing o , howeser, pro-ss

duces an asymptotic frozen crust on the crack wall which grows with time until it reaches a steady state
thickness of less than half of the crack opening. In this case, the liquid would continue to now through the
crack since complete crack blockage is not obtainable. Therefore, neglecting liquid now or superheating,
as has been the case in presious analyses 31,32,34 will underpredict the liquid penetration length and the
blockage time of the crack.

The results of this parametric study demonstrate that the liquid penetration process into an initially
empty crack depends mainly on the drising pressure across the crack, the crack length, and the crack shape

,

(that is, a dis ergent, a parallel wall, or a convergent crack). Iloweser, the transient growth of the deposited
crust on the crack walls is mainly goscrned by the subfreezing in the wall and the superheating in the
penetra.bg liquid. For a liquid at its fusion temperature, the frozen crust continues to grow with time until
it es entually induces complete blockage of the crack. When the liquid is superheated, howeser, the growing
crust approaches a steady state thickness which might be less than the half width of the crack opening. In
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this case, complete blockage of the crack is impossible; only partial blockage would occur. In the next
subsection the calculational results are applied to molten L'02 uel extrusion obsersed in some of the PCN1f
in-pile experiments 54

4. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO IN-PILE TESTS

Extrusion of molten fuel from the center of the fuel pellets into the fuel-cladding gap through radially
open cracks in the outer, unmelted region of the pellets has been obsersed in some of the PCN! in-pile
experiments 54. In those tests, central fuel melting of up to Soro of the pellet radius was induced in the film
boiling zones in which the peak power was ~65 kW/m. In one of those experiments, the extruded fuel
failed, in some parts, to reach the tuel-cladding gap (Figure 10). Appreciable extru . ion of molten fuel into
the fuel-cladding gap was obsersed, honeser, in other cases (1:igure !I). In this subsection the anal tical3

model deselopment in the preuous subsection is apphed to assess the differential pressure behind the
extruded molten UO , the temperature in the molten fuel, T , and the subfreezing temp:rature, (Tr-T ),2 b w
in the solid portion of the fuel pellet in those tests. The crack characteri ties used in the calcu!ations were
measured from Figure 10, and are as follow s: a; 3.75 10-5 m; a 4 .10-4 m; and

e
I. 2.4 s 10-3 m.

ky



T he thermophysical properties for solid and molten UO; used in the calculatians are

fuel melting point (K) 3100
33 kg/m ) 8.74. Density of molten fuel (10

3 3Density of sohd fuel (10 kg/m ) 9.7C

lleat capacity of solid fuel (J/kg K) 394

Thamalconductisity of molten fuel (W/m L) 2.50
Thermalconductisity of solid fuel (W/m k) 2.53
\ iscosity of molten fuel (10'2 poises) 4.24
Latent beat of fusion (J/kg) 2.74 * 105

Iigure 20 shows the molten fuel maximum penetration length in the crack, sersus the drising pressure
difference between the center of the pellet and the fuel-cladding gap for different subfreezing temperatures
in the crack walls,(Tr-T ). In the results proented in Iigure 20, the molten fuelis at the melting point. Asw
indicated, penetration of molten fuelinto pellet radial cracks depends on both the subfreezing in the crack
walls and the differential pressure across the crack. Increasing the differential pressure or decreasing the
subfreezing 'emperature (that is, slower growth rate of the crust at the crack entrance) increases the
penetration length of the fuel before the crack entrance is completely blocked. Note that the capillary
forces, P ,a could hase played an important part in the radial extrusion process of molten fuel for the casese
in which the subfreezing temperature at the crack entrance is less than 20 K. As indicated, the drising
pressure required to produce molten fu, I relocation in the fuel-cladding gap depends on the subfreezing in
the crack walls. When the temperaturs n the extruded molten fuel is in excess or its melting point, the
growing solidified crust reaches a steady state thickness which is less than half the width of the crack open-
ing, aj, as shown in Figure 21. In this case, molten fuel continues to flow from the center of the pellet and
relocate in ti.. fuel gap since only partial blockage of the crack is obtainable increasing the temperature of
molten fuel lihat is, increasing (Tb - Tr)) or decreasing the subfreezing temperature in the steady state
crack wall (that is, Tr - T ), decreases the maxinuun thickness obtainable for the crust at the crackw
entrance, allowing more molten UO; to flow through the crack and relocate in the fuel-cladding pap.

The results of such an applied study indicate that the superheating in the extruded molten UO; and the
pressure at the pellet center play a significant role in determining whether or not the mohen fuel at the
pellet center can relocate in the fuel-cladding pap prior to complete blockage of the crack by solidification
of molten fuel on the crack wall. T he failure of molten UO;, in some of the in-pile tests, to completely
penetrate the radial crack and relocate in the fuel-cladding gap (ligure 10) was due to the fact that the
extruded molten fuel was at its melting point and the drising pressure was sery small (that is, less than
0.004 NIPa), which induced an early blockage of the crack (as explained in the presious paragraph). The
temperature in the solid fuel at the crack entrance, howeser, should hase been close to the UO; melting
point (tha is, small subfreezing). The drising pressure, in this case, might hase been induced by the
capillary forces because of the small width of the crack in the unmelted periphery of the fuel pellet. In the
other cases, in which appreciable extrusion of molten fuel was obsersed in the fuel-cladding gap, the
molten fuel must hase been slightly superheated, so that complete crack blockage due to free /ing was not
obtainable and mohen fuel continued to flow from the central melting zone into the fuel-cladding gap.

.

The capillary pressure, P , is esaluated from the relation 24, P r 2Y/a; (1 + Y/2), where Y is thea. e e

2 n the neighborhood of the melting point. A salue of 0.45 N/m wassurface energy of molten UO i

recommended 39 for Y.
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IV. CONDITIONS FOR UO FUEL FREEZING2
AND ZlRCALOY CLADDING

SIMULTANEOUS MELTING UPON CONTACT

Conditions under which molten UO2 may extradt into radial cracks in the pellet and relocate into the
fuel-cladding gap were evaluated in the precedmg section. If the amount of extruded molten fuelis suffi-
cient to fill the fuel-cladding gap in a local area, physical contact between the molten UO2 and zirealoy
cladding will occur, and melting of the /irealoy cladding could begin at its inside surface. The purpose of
this se-tion is to determine the conditions for fuel freezing and the potential for simultaneous melting of
the zircaloy cladding upon contact, and thereby esaluate the circumstances under which claddmg melting

2 s possible. The ex.ict analytical solution for the transient temperaturedue to contact with molten l'O i

field and the progress of solidification and melting fronts in the neighborhood of :m interface se;,arating
initially molten and solid regions at different uniform tempe 2tures has been introduced by Epstein40. T he
phy sical model is illustrated in I-iguie 22. The conditions to molten UO; luel free /ing and the retential
for simultaneous nielting of the arealoy cladding upon conta:t are obtained by simultaneously sohing the

40-following transcendental equaticas

1
erf (A) = (32)a e,

L

and

0 00 2 7 yg
(33)"

2
-

9 2 bNexp (A ) exp (6 A) erfc (Ssm )
'

A
sm

w here

A free /ing constant of molten fuct

) l '/'~a (L C C /k p.C
me p sf I pg me

)l/2[ b ~ f0 k p C /k 0 C l
1 mf mf p sf sf T -Tmf p.f f mp/s

) . (T
-T"\'"I0, k p C /k p C 1I. -I. se se p me me p-

O (U
sm st mf

.

SN C (T -T )/ h
p f mp f.q

In this analysis, constant but different thermophysical properties for the sohd and liquid phases in the
fuel and the cladding regions are considered. Also, a good wetting characteristic between rnolten UO; and
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zircaloy cladding is assumed. This assumption 23 is reasonable and can be understood through
considecation of Young's equation

Y Cos 0 Y (30y 3y - Ygg=

w hich relates O(the contact angle) to the liquid *.urface tension, Yg,y, the solid surface tension, Ysy, and
the solid-liquid interfacial tension, Ysg,, as demonstrated in Figure 23. It is consenient in practical applica-
tion to consider the ratio

- Y ; )1Y ggy
w = 1 (35)

\ LV /

..'LV

Gas (V)

Liquia(L)
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/
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Iig. 21 Illustration of a semle drop, indicating the contact angle at the surfase and the inter facial f orces.
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where w is equal to the cosine of the contact angle; w may be called the wetting coefficient. If w y 1, the
solid is completely wetted by the liquid, w hereas if w r -1, the solid is not wetted. When -1 < w < 1, the
solid is partially wetted.

The chemical reduction of molten UO at the interface of contact with the /ircaloy cladding results in a2
considerable decrease in Yst, from the large salue associated with chemically dissimilar materials (ceramic-
metal), to a smaller salue associated with chemically similar material (metal-metal or oxide-oxide). This
reJuction in Yst causes a precipitous decrease of 0 (that is, complete wetting where w could be greater
than or equal to unity).

The thermophy sical properties for /irealoy cladding used in the anal) sis are listed in Table III. l'igure 24
illustrates an initial temperature map for the CO -arcalo) system. The salue of the interface temperature2
between molten fuel and /irealoy cladding depends on the metallurgiea' characteristics of the cladJing at
its inside surf ace (either alpha-nrealoy or ZrOy). Appendix 11 presents an assessment of the formation
potentials of Zroy on the insiJe surface of the /ircaloy cladding during normal reactor operation. Increas-
ing either the superheat in the extruded molten fuel or the initial temperature of the cladding, so that the
combined salues are abose the curses for either osygen-stabilized alpha-/itcaloy or ZrO2 n l'igure 24,i

initiates cladding mehing and simultaneous fuel f reenng, w hich may esentually result in claddine therma!
failure due to partial or complete melting. As indicated in l'igure 24, melting of the cladJing begins upon
being contacted by molten fuel at the fusion temperature, when the initial temperature of the osygen-
stabilized alpha- zirealoy cladding is ' 1660 K . i r a layer of ZrO2 exists at the inside surface of the clad-
ding, the onset of cladding melting at the inside surface (the ZrO ) would be delayed up to an initial clad-2
ding temperature of ~2640 K. At this tunperature, the inner layer of the cladding, w hich may have been in
the form of alpha-arcaloy or beta-tirealoy, or both, uoulJ already be in a molten state.

TABLE III

THERM 0 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ZIRCALOY CLADDING

Zr0Properties Alpha-Zircaloy Beta-Zircaloy 2 Reference

Density 6.49 6.44 5.82 (41)
3 3(10 kg/m )

Specific 375 650 604.8 (42) (16)heat
(J/kg K)

Thermal 19.6 28.5 2.2 (16 )
conductivity

(W/m K)

5 5 5(42)Latent heat 2.25 x 10 2.25 x 10 7.06 x 10 (16)
of fusion
(J/kg)

Me1 ting 2245.0 2125.0 2950.0 (16 )point (K)

Boiling -- 3853.0 4548.0 (43)point (K)

"
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The results presented in l'igure 24 for the conditions of molten UO2 treezing and zirealoy cladding
simu!t neous mehing upon contact are consistent with the experimental obsersations from the in-pile

5
tests -8 in w hich an extensise amount of molten f uel was extruded from the central zone into the fuel- clad-
ding gap without producing any cladding melting (for example.1:igure 11). In those tests, the cladding
temperature (as evaluated from the postirradiation examinations by measuring the ZrO l2 ayer produced
during film boiling on the outer surface of the cladding) was sufficiently low, so that when molten fuel con-
tacted the zircatoy cladding, simultaneous cladding melting did not occur. ~1able IV presents a comparison
of the experimental obsersations from the postirradiation examinations of the in-pile tests with the '

analytical data from 1:igure 24. This comparison is based on the estimated ruasimum cladding temperature
4during film boiling and the experimental finding of the metallurgical characteristics at the inside surface

5of the zircaloy cladding -8 (either oxygen-stabilized alpha-tircaloy or ZrOy). In this comparison, the
extruded molten fuel is considered to be at its fusion temperature. As shown in Table IV, the analytical
predictions are consistent with the results from the in-pile experiments.

.

s
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COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION,

THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS FOR THE POTENTI AL FOR ZI

Isoth.
Effec

Rod Pc 4 - C1addi
Filling Pressure Durin, Temper

Fuel (MPa) Film Boiling Duri
Average Stack (kW/m) Film B
Burnup Length At Prior (K

Test Rod (mwd /t) (m) Assembly to Test Peak Local (best es

IE-1 IE r09 16 640 0.89 2.61 1.91 63.7 53 12

IE-3 IE-015 11 060 0.97 2.56 2.36 69 59.03 17

IE-3 IE-016 8850 0.97 2.65 2.46 69 50.03 18

-
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TABLE IV

FROM THE 1RRADI ATION EFFECTS TEST SERIES -8 WITH5

.ALOY CLADDING MELTING UPON BEING CONTACTED BY MOLTEN FUEL

mal
ve

19
ure Exposure Location of

Time in Local Power Theoretical
' ling Film from the Bottom Predictions

Boi :nq

' mate)a (3) -
of the Rod Postirradiation Examination from 5-8

(m) Results Figure 24 Observations

60 0.579 to 0.597 Pellet cracking, central No No
fuel melting with molten cladding cladding
fuel extrusion to the clad- mel ti ng mel ti ng
ding surface, cladding col-
lapse with no evidence of
prior cladding melting. A

24-pm-thick oxygen stabil-
ized a-zircaloy layer has
been formed at the inside
cladding surface.

84 0.660 to 0.679 Central fuel melting, once- No No
molten fuel extrusion cladding cladding
through radially open mel ting mel ting
cracks. The solidification
of molten fuel on the crack
walls caused the blockage
of such cracks before enough
molten fuel could be extruded
to fill the fuel-cladding
gap. Formation of a 15-pm-
thick Zr02 layer that was

atthegladdinginside
surface .

47 0.718 Central fuel melting, No No
once-molten fuel extrusion cladding cladding
through pellet dishes and mel ti ng mel ti ng
into the fuel-cladding gap.
The formation of a 10-pm-

thice Zr07 layer on the
inside cladding surface.
Zircaloy cladding collapse
onto the fuel.

[
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Fuel conditions during a power-cooling-mi<antch esent in light water reactors base been resiewed and
characterized with regard to pellet cracking, i el melting, and molten fuel radial extrusion. During normal
operation of the reactor, fuel cracking usually occurs along radial and horizontal planes at the periphery of
the pellet in which the induced thermoclastic strain exceeds the UO2 uel tensile strength. Crack size mdf
population depend on the reactor power and the irradiation history of the fuel,

if a PCN1 accident occurs in an 1.WR, film boiling may begin a the outer surface of the cladding, caus-
ing a rapid increav in the fuel and cladding temperatures. Fuel melting can start at the pellet centerline,
propagating radiall, outward. Volumetric expansion at the pellet center due to fuel melting, fission gas
release within the melting zone, and fuel sapor pressure increase the crack openings at the outer, unmelted
portion of the pellet and act as drising ferces to cause molten fuel extrusion through the radially open
cracks into the fuel-cladding gap.

The transient freezing and penetration of a superheated liquid through a short, initially empty crack
maintained at a constant, uniform temperature is nodeled and studied analy tically. A parametric analysis
is presented illustrating that the pocess of liquid peretration into an initially empty crack depends mainly
on the drising pressure across the crack, the erak length, and the crack shape (that is, a disergent, a
parallel wall, or a consergent crack). Howeser, the simultaneous growth of the deposited crust on the
crack walls is mainly goserned by the subfreezing in the wall and the superheating in the penetrating liquid.
For a liquid at its fusion temperature, the frozen crust continues to grow with time untilit esentually pro-
duces complete blockage ef the crack. When the liquid is superheated, howeser, the growing crust
approaches a steady state thickness which might be less than the half width of ihe crack opening. In the
latter case, complete blockage of the crack is impossible; only partial blockage w ould occur.

Application of the freezing and penetration analys.s to molten fuel estrusion obsened in the PCN1
in-pile re ts indicates that the molten fuel superheating and the pressure at the pclkt center hase played a
significant role in determining whether or not molten fuel would relocate into the fuel-cladJing gap before
crack blockage occurs becauw of the solidification of molten fuel on the crack ualls. For moiten fue, at the
center of the pellet to relocate into the fuel-cladding gap, the fuel must be superheated so that the deposited
frozen crust on the crack walls continue 3 to grow until it reaches a steady state thickness less than half the
width or the crack, and thus produces only partial crack blockage. Otherwise, crack blockage would occur
before the extruded molten fuel could completely penetrate the crack. The drismg pressure at the pellet
center in those in-pile tests could hase been due to capillary hrees (~0.004 Nf Pa), because of ihe small
width of the cracks t~75 pm), if the subfreezing in the crack walls was less than 20 K. Although the fuel
sapor pressure can be much higher, since molten fuel supet heating at the pellet center may reach sescral
hundred degrees (for example O. N!Pa w hen fuel superheating is ~500 K), the axial movement of molten
fuel could have been a cause for reducing the pres >ure at the pellet center.

Conditions for potential meltt g of the zircaloy cladding upon being contacted by the extruded molten
UO2 were assessed, using an exact analytical model for the frecting of a stagnant superheated liquid on a
semi-infinite, initially solid wall undergoing simultaneous melting. The onset of cladding melting at its
inner surface upon being contacted by molten UO2 s goscined by two .ameters: (a) the metallurgicali

composition at the inner surface of the cladding (that is, alpha-zircaloy or Zr0 ), and (b) the temperatures2
of the molten fuel and the cladding at the time of contact. N1e! ting at the inner surface of the ongen-
stabilized alpha-zircaloy cladding upon being contacted by mo!!cn UO2 at its fusion temperature would
begin when the cladding temperature is greater than 1660 K.11 a layer of ZrO2 orms at the inner surfacef

of the claddinc, cladding melting (the ZrO ) would begin at cladding temperatures greater than ~ 2640 K.2
At this temperature, the middle layers of the cladding (wh;ch may hase been either oxygen- stabilized
alpha-zirealoy or beta-zircaloy, or both) would already be in a molten state. If the extruded mohen fuel is
superheated, however, cladding melting would start at the fuel-cladding interface at progressisely lower
cladding temperatures.
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In the PCM in-pile tests, a /a02 or an osygen-stabili/cd alpha-tirca oy fabr was forrned at the inner
surtace of the cladding. Melting 6 f the (; adding w hich was in contact with the extruded niolten fuel was not
obsersed when either layer was present (Table IV). Ihe absence of cladding tuelting was concluded to bt
due to the fact that ruolten fuel and fircah'y-cladding tetuperatures were behiw the leut required to initiate
fuel treezing and simultaneous cladding ruelung upon contact.
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APPENDIX A

STEADY STATE ANALYSIS OFTHE TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION IN THE MOLTEN AND SOLID REGIONS

OF A CYLINDRICAL FUEL PELLET
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APPENDIX A

STEADY STATE ANALYSIS OFTHE TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION IN THE MOLTEN AND SOLID REGIONS

OF A CYLINDRICAL FUEL PELLET

This appendix presents a derivation of the temperature integralin both the molten and the solid regions
of a cylindrical fuel pellet. The temperature integrals are used to determine the temperature distribution,
molten fuel radius, and the amount of superheating of molten fuel at the center of the pellet.

From the total heat balance in both the solid and molten regions of a cylindrical fuel pellet (Figure A-1
presents a schematic diagram of a cylindrical fuel pellet with central fuel melting) the following is obtained:

Cladding

Fuel-cladding gas gap
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* Solid fuel<

R olten fuel-

-Rs m
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Iig. A-l. Shematic of a cylindrical fuel pellet with central fuel melting.
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' "' "'

m m s -
2= Tr (R -Rc)9q + " 9 I^ IIm s

where

q the operating linear power, k W/m

R e the central void radius, m=

R - the molten fuel radius, mm

R the fuel pellet radius, m=
s

'l{m the volumetric heat generation in the molten fuel, kW/m3=

Y[s the volumetric heat generanon in the solid fuel, kW/m3=

Equation ( A-1) can be rew ritten as

' '"
2 27

~1 - (R /R }2- I^#I4 q nR d (R /R )2 - (R /R= j+
_ s _s s m s

w here

. . . ni '

4m - Wd .

(U'k)d =
m

U
m molten fuel as erage density

[T \b
p (T) dT (T -T)

n1 b 7

f( )
U solid fuel as erage densitys

fI \f
p*(T) dT (T . - T )f 'T\e )

Tb temperature of molten fuel, K

T temperature at the surface of the fuel pellet, Ke

Tr fusion temperature, K.=

Steady state heat conduction in both the molten and solid regions of the fuel pellet is described by the set
of equations and boundary conditions listed in Table A-1. The integration of the heat conduction equation
in the molten fuel region, R f rr Rm, once with respect to space from r R to r yieldse e

h9\
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TABLE A-I

STEADY STATE HEAT CONDUCTION EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
IN BOTH THE MOLTEN AND SOLID REGIONS OF A CYLINDRICAL FUEL PELLET

.

Region

Data Molten Fuel Solid Fue'l

(rk*BT)+'h*=0 BT ) + h = 0Steady state heat 1 3 m 1 a (r k s
s 3conduction equation r ar ar r 3r Br

Boundary conditions Tm (R ) = Tf Ts (R ) = Tfm m

k m (R ) = 0 Ts (R ) = Tm c sg

aT BT
k s (R ) = k m (R )

s * * *ar ar

-
n. ,

I R'IBT -a
k "
m a 2 (" ~ /'

I^-3)

w here k is the molten fuel thermal conductisity, W/m K; T is the temperature in the molten fuel regionm m
of the pellet; and r is a radial coordinate

The reintegration of Equation (A-3) with respect to space from r = R to r = Rm yieldse

T "'
b d-q$

k dT R (R /R ) -(R /R ) -2(R /R ) in (R /R ) . ( A-4)m m" 4 s m s c s c s m
T - -

Similarly, the integration of the heat equation in the solid fuel region, R s r s R , once with respect tom s
space from r = R to r results in

n1

BT /R BT h' I 2
Rs m s I m Ik __m k,

r / (^~5)s ar (r m ar 2 \"-
R
m

where k is the solid fuel thermal conductisity, W/m K.s

Elimination of Ihe first term on the right side of Equatian ( A-5) by the aid of Equation ( A-3) results in
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(ST y ("' y ( 2\"'

l s . , _ ' m I 2 2
q Ra f

is *k p -R ( ^-6)s ( ar l \ 2r / m c
-

2 \r - /*r

Integrating liquation ( A-6) once with respect to space from r R to r R yieldsm s

,T ("' \g
s 2 1

R 1 - (R /R )2 + 2(R /R '2s' 1n (R /R Ik dT =
s s ( 4 s/ m s m m s

T+
c

- 2d (R /R )2 - (R /R )2 In (R /R ) '.m s c s m s ( A-7)

Eliminating qs betw een Equation ( A-2) and Equations ( A-4) and ( A-7), respectis ely, gis es

I
.T

b q m/ s
~

c#s) - 2 m /R "I m! cd c sk dT ,= +

-(R /R )2 - (R /R )
"

- - - (A-8)
d + 1-T- g c s _ _ m/Rs) _f _

and

.Ty ,

k dT =E
s s 4n .

T-
,c

1 - (R /R )2 + 2(R /R )2 In (R /R ) -2d (R /R )2 - (R /R 'i in (R /R )
2

m s m s m s m s c s m s,

,,

d (R /Rs)2 - (R /Rs)2. y _ (p fps)2m c m

( A-9)

Equations ( A-Sn and ( A-9) gise the temperature integral in the molten and solid regions of a e>1indrical
f uel pellet in terms of the molten radius and the gaseous soid at the center of the pellet. The temperature
di tribution, the molten fuel radius, and the amount of superheating in the central molten fuel can be
determined through use of these equations.

When dealing with a cylindrical fuel pellet with no central soid (that is, R - O and, therefore,e
R /Rm - 0), Equations ( A 8) and ( A-9) simplify toe

(R /R )2d'b '

k dT _ a m s
(A,,g,"

1 - (R /R ) (1 - d)T-
_ m g ,

7

and

sc)) 064n



.T
7

k dT =

s s

d

1 - (R /R )?+ 2 (R /R )? 3n (R /R ) - 2 d (p /R )? in (R /R )m g m g rn g m s . (A ]1)
1 - (R /p )2 (1 - d)n

If the molten and solid fuel base the same average density (that is' d U ), then the sum of Equationsm --- s

( A-10) and ( A-11) reduces to

,T .T
b 7

,

k dT + k dT - L ( A-12)-
-m m s s 4n

T'
f c

Furthermore, for k - k , Equation (A-12) becomesm s

i"b
k dT L

s s 4n ( A-13)=
*

T'
c

t
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APPENDIX B

POTENTIAL FOR ZrO FORMATION ON THE2
INSIDE CLADDING SURFACE,

During off-normal operating conditions in a light water reactor (LWR), such as a power-cooling-,

mismatch (PCN1) event, local film boiling that initiates at the outer surface of the cladding increases the
temperature in both the cladding and the fuel pellets. If the external system pressure exceeds the fuel rod
internal pressure and the cladding temperature exceeds 920 K, the zircaloy cladding collapses onto the f 'l

pellets and a solid fuel-cladding interaction begins. As demonstrated in the present work, fuel mt.
could also begin during a PCN! accident at the pellet center and proceed radially outward. One of tn
parameters which determines uhether or not cladding melting may begin at the inside surface upon being
contacted by extruded molten fuel during such an accident is the metallurgical composition at the inner
surface of the cladding (that is, either alpha-/irealoy or ZrO ). The presence of a ZrO layer on the inside2 2
cladding surface, acting as a thermal barrier, would delay the onset of cladding melting at the inner surface
(the ZrO ) upon being contacted by molten fuel up to an initial cladding temperature of ~2640 K. The2
formation potential of a ZrO l2 ayer on the inner cladding surface during a PCN1 esent is assessed in this
appendit

The key factor in the interaction of UO 2 uel(either solid or molten) with zircaloy upon contact is thef

oxygen potentialin the fuel (AGo, - RTin PO,) . Figure B-1 illustrates the data lor the free energies due
to the oxygen potential in hyposioichiometricimd slightly hyperstoichiometrie urania, and Figure B-2
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LCo, is the oxyger potential for a stoichiometric urania, R is the unisersal gas constant, T is the fuela.

temp'erature, and Pg is the oxygen partial pressure in the fuel.
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presents the s,andard free energies of formation of high-yield fission products. Comparison of the, oxygen
potential for a stochiometric urania, (AGo2)U 2, with the energy of formation for ZrO2 (AGZrO )

2
indicates that

- 0

(AG0 )UO Zr0 ("*

2 2 2
s

that is, the zircaloy cladding would be exnected to oxidize upon being contacted by the molten UO2 uel.f
liowever, with the presence of an initial oxide layer, the rate of additional oxidation decreases drastically,
since oxygen must diffuse through the f arming oxide layer. Storeover, the ZrO layer on the inside surface2
of the cladding may form as a result of oxygen migration across the fuel-cladding gap without physical
contact with the UO fuel -3B

2

At cladding temperatures greater than 1400 K, the ZrO 2 ayer would be expected to dissolve by thel

oxygen-stabilized alpha-zirealoyB-4 transformation. The kinetics of the dissolution depend on the ZrO2
layer thickness and the time of film boiling during a PCN1 event. As has been shown from the postirradia-
tion examinations of some fuel rods tested under power-cooling-mismatch conditions in the Power Burst
Facility -5,a thin layer of ZrO (~10 to 15 pm) was found at the inner surface of the zircaloy cladding inB

2
two rods which operated under film boiling conditions for ~47 and 84 seconds, respectively. The cladding _
temperature in those rods was determined to be about 1880 50 and 1750 1 50 K, respectively. The
undissohed oxide layer at the inside surface of the claddiag may have been present because the operating
time in film boiling was insufficient to completely dissolve the previously existing ZrO layer by the alpha-2
zircaloy transformation. (These rodsB-5 were previously irradiated to 8850 and 11060 51Wd/t burnup,
respectis ely.)
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